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each character has an "expected" and an "actual" weapon; the unexpected weapon is listed in the
"expected" column and the actual weapon is listed in the "actual" column. the character received the
weapon check during the fight. a character's expected and actual are depicted with different icons;
the icon for the actual is green, while the icon for the expected is red. the expectation of the true, i

mean real, weapon check is when you hit the attack button in order to unleash your character's
"actual". if the character had been expected to get that weapon, they were hit and the icon for their
actual is green. if it's not the expected weapon, then the one they received was the actual and the
icon for it is red. 1) the game ran on my pc very, very smooth. game played with 60fps! i played on
30 fps in ultra settings. currently i can't record my gameplay, but i will try to record during my next

match. maybe then i can provide you with a video and you can see it for yourself. the series
introduced various gameplay changes during its history. a prominent difference between the first six
games and the following ones is the number of characters that can be selected to fight in a match.

this was later made a maximum of four until later titles increased that limit to six. the first four
games used the brawler system, whereby buttons were assigned to characters in a fight, and

multiple combinations of buttons would allow multiple characters to attack, and would result in a
combo. the combination of controls for soul blade gave two fair options to play: the same game as
soul blade but with the addition of a d-pad to be used to control the camera view. soul calibur iii

brought further changes including the introduction of combos, allowing for two characters to attack
on their own, or a character to perform a cross-up to grab an opponent for a follow up attack. soul
calibur iv brought further changes, including a brand-new move, and changes to some moves to

make them less effective in certain circumstances. these changes resulted in the current soul calibur
system of controlling characters with a d-pad, x-button to activate and combo attacks, and a button

for the bow.
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